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MAKING THE RIGHT CHOICE (CHOOSING THE RIGHT FASTENER AT THE 
DESIGN STAGE) 

BY FRANCIS KHOO, ENGINEERING MANAGER, BOSSARD SHANGHAI 

 

PREFACE 

The following note of “Making the right choice”, fastener selection is written primarily for de-
sign engineers who are mechanical engineering trained and deals with hardware  
decisions. The writer hopes to accommodate from engineers who are fresh from school to 
experience engineers in various industries.  

 

Do note that each discussed topic, each requirement, each fastener characteristic by itself 
can be a full chapter of discussion. This note is but a brief overview of the subject.   

 

Design Engineers dealing with assembly with fasteners can make decisions based on  
previous designs or other products. However, if the product has gone through many phases 
of changes and upgrades the original assembly decision may not be relevant any longer. A 
review of the design needs would be prudent. Accommodating decisions based on other 
similar products run the risk of missing out design on factors that may not have been  
considered and at times, important. 

 

The primary function of fasteners as we know is to facilitate ease of assembly and mainte-
nance. Otherwise, other solutions such as riveting, soldering or welding to name a few would 
suffice. 

 

The writer will attempt to scope this note blending it to accommodate both product design 
practices with fastener selection thought processes to improve productivity and minimize 
risks. 

 

THE TASKS 

The current products we know of today can range from throw-away products to products 
requiring daily maintenance. For example, a toy can be used and be thrown away with no 
slightest thought except for sentimental reasons. An aeroplane servicing thousands of  
passengers will require the ground crews and pilot to check the condition of the plane prior 
to take off. 

 

Often, after the primary design functionalities have been decided, fasteners are usually the 
last attention getter. This will often lead to limited space rendering a non-industrial standard 
fastener, commonly known in the industry as “Special”. 
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As practicing product designers the reality is to ensure that the product will meet the primary 
functions. If assembly is necessary with fasteners, the basic fasteners characters would be 
thought of and usually the following information is required, a good start: 

 Material  

 Size 

 

The next step as the designed product becomes mature. The fastener information should 
progress to the following. Added information on industrial standards is a good practice.  
Information can be obtained from various sources: 

 Fastener type 

 Fastener strength  

 Material and Corrosion Management 

 

Below is an example of a sufficiently comprehensive fastener description in which a supplier 
would be able to comprehend and a Purchasing staff would be able to source. The  
“Fastener Attributes” diagram provides for a full description of a Hexagon Cap Screw. One of 
the common misunderstandings in quoting industrial standards such as DIN 933 is that it 
does not completely describe the fastener requirements. The DIN 933 for example,  
indicates the general outlook of the fastener. The standard does not include strength and 
coating of the final item. 

 

Fig. 1: Hex Cap Screw DIN 933 M10 x 50 mm Property Class 8.8 Zinc Blue 

 

Product information and drawings are available as standard  
catalogs. For example, the Bossard Catalog provides detailed tech-
nical information in the catalog. Fasteners are properly  
labelled with clear technical information. On top of that, related in-
dustrial standards, expectations and application information are 
highlighted in the Technical Section. 

 

 

Fig. 2: Bossard Catalog 
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HIGHLIGHTS 

 Called “The Blue Bible” 

 Covers more than 50’000 products 

 Weights  ~ 2 Kg 

 More than 1,120 pages  

 Has 15 sections 

 

Technology has allowed for ease of design applications where available fastener drawings 
can be directly added into assembly designs irrespective of platforms.  

 

Examples of possible previews on Bossard CAD: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Preview that can be zoomed  Fig.4:2D sketch rotated 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig. 5: Rotating preview Fig. 6: PDF file with 3D view 
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Subsequent considerations will be appropriate or necessary are: 

Environment friendly requirements such as, Product disposal, WEEE; Restriction of  
Hazardous Substances, RoHS; and such 

 Mass Production tools 

 Ease of Maintenance  

 Safety and Risks 

 Assembly Loosening 

 

The process of fastener selection often will be an iteration process decision. More im-
portantly, the decision of assembly are taken into considerations during the design stages 
and not left to the final stage when available space is to accommodate will be a concern. 

 

Knowing the eventual production situation will help in establishing decisions. For example, 
the tools available, the capacity limitations, calibration process.  

 

A design engineer once informed me that he had to re-design his product assembly  
because the production staffs are all female. The original design requires too much energy 
to assemble. 

 

Some fasteners at assembly are designed to accommodate both mass production and 
maintenance. Below is a common fastener used in the electrical power products. It can be 
observed that the fastener assembly recess is able to accommodate mass production  
assembly and is able to accommodate maintain or servicing where tools may not readily 
available. For this case, a simple small coin will suffice. 

 

Fasteners are designed to hold 2 parts together and to allow for maintenance for products 
that render this a necessity. Do not (if possible) add “higher responsibilities” to the poor simple 
fasteners. For example, high shear load, locator, liquid orifice and such. There are various 
solutions that are designed for it and should be a separate entity.  
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FUNDAMENTAL RULES 

 Fasteners must always be equal to, or better than, the assembled parts 

 Bolted joints may never be points of weakness 

 Assembled fasteners should always be controllable and by consequence be exchange-
able 

 

Remember, especially for assemblies with risks that “Fasteners must always be equal to, or 
better than, the assembled parts; Bolted joints may never be points of weakness“. Just like 
weld joint principles. And, assembled fasteners should always be controllable and by  
consequence be exchangeable. In design principles and for safety reasons, it is imperative 
that maintenance of critical joints be accessible with little to no additional processes. The 
writer has come across inspection of critical joints requiring a 25 man-hour of accessories 
removal to access the critical joints for maintenance. All of us know that this can definitely be 
better designed, on hind sight. 

 

The often forgotten fastener assembly requirements or insufficient attention during design 
stage could lead to low benefit with high cost change requirements once new product is re-
leased for Production.  

 

This is elaborated in the Cost and Benefit diagram. 
Attention to overall design requirements at the on-
set including fastening solutions would prevent un-
necessary changes and cost in a long run.  

 

 

 

THE AVAILABILITY 

Use of fasteners as an engineering solution has been in the industry for decades. The man-
ufacturing processes have been optimized and will continue to be optimized in order to pro-
vide for the most economical engineering solution.  

 

In practice and where possible, industrial standard fasteners should be selected. The  
advantages are numerous. Known characteristics, availability, available suppliers, good lead 
time, interchange ability to name a few. Practice and experiences have demonstrated that up 
to 70% waste can be saved from using industrial standard parts versus special items. And 
this does not include the cost to the environment. 

 

The other good reason to use industrial standard fasteners that is often neglected or forgotten 
is Engineering Change notice. On numerous occasions, it is not unusual to hear engineers 
down playing the need for Engineering Change notice for fasteners – it is too cheap a com-
modity to go through the tedious and expensive change notice. Granted, the process and 
cost for an Engineering Change notice is independent of product cost and there lies the di-
lemma. 
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Buying of fasteners from a reliable source is a challenge. The simple or “practical” sense of 
using cost as a measure cannot be the only solution. If the acquisition of fasteners is a one-
time basis, often we can get away with it but if it is a consistent flow of deliveries, a reliable 
source is a must. 

 

For Design Engineers who has the responsibility to acquire products need to be aware that 
products during prototyping may differ from mass production. Lead time in obtaining the prod-
ucts may be a contributing factor to this difference and tooling cost. 

 

Design Engineer’s key responsibilities are to design a functionally good product that meet 
the market needs. There is a difference between good design, solution and good parts. If the 
parts are good and the solution is not so good, there is still a good chance for success. 
However, if the solution is good but the parts have inconsistent quality, the chances of  
success can be exponentially reduce. Do not compromise a good solution with shoddy parts. 
Especially parts (C-Parts) that are not expensive contributing to less than 5% of overall prod-
uct cost in total. It is not worth the expensive engineer’s time. 

 

The other important awareness that Design Engineers need to take note of is that product or 
solution available at design location does not necessary mean that it will be available at mass 
production site as well. Cost to make available need to be considered. 

 

Below diagram “Machine or Forged” indicate the costs between a cold forge fasteners  
versus a machined out fastener. The obvious may not be obvious when attention or focus is 
not in place. It is worth the time for design engineers to consider using cold forged mass 
produced parts as opposed to Special machined fasteners. 

 

MACHINED PARTS HEADED PARTS 

Small lot sizes Min. lot sizes 100,000 to 300,000 

Sharp edges High production rate 

Complex shapes Nearly no waste 

No cross recesses Not sharp edges 

20-70% waste Less complex shapes 
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The “Real In-Place Cost” diagram provides are an often real cost of a product. Very often the 
fastener hardware (C-Part) contributes for about 5% of the product total cost. However, the 
amount acquisition cost can be perhaps up to 50% of the total activity. 

 

The design engineer may not be considered this as part of the responsibility. However, it will 
help greatly if the fastener descriptions are clear and selection is based on industry stand-
ards. The other intangible is that the availability can be more manageable. Such  
fastener types for prototype building will be less dependence. 

 

 

Fig. 7: A-parts: high value, small amount, low purchasing costs; C-parts: low value, big 
amount, high purchasing costs 

THE DECISION 

Most products at design stage will go through appropriate to 
extensive tests prior to product release. With the advance of 
software and computing power, test process has been  
reduced to minimum. At times, with the pressure to launch 
product to the market, product tests processes are often com-
promised.  

 

To assist in product assembly integrity there are available test 
equipment. 

Fig. 8: Customer test area.  
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Available on our Website www.bossard.com and in the ITunes App Store is software such as 
pre-load, torque optimization calculators: 

 

  

http://www.bossard.com/
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The other possible simulation test that can be conducted at product assembly is the Junker 
Machine. This simulation test is to determine if the assembly hardware loosening issues used 
could be addressed or improved. 

 

Fig. 9: Junker Machine 

 

The above are assembly tests that can be conducted prior to product functional and reliability 
test. These assembly tests if conducted prior to product test will lead to risk reduction and a 
more reliable product. 

 

To the writer, the current most challenging decision for a Design Engineer is to determine the 
life span of the product in relation to corrosion management. In another words, how long 
should the assembly be able to function without corroding leading to dysfunction. Often a 
simple and straight forward solution would be stainless steel. In the current environment of 
economic solution, use of stainless steel will often be challenged due to cost. Seeking  
carbon steel with an optimum corrosion management solution is a challenge. 

 

The risk of hydrogen embrittlement defect relating to high strength carbon steel with corrosion 
management coatings must be acknowledged and managed with care.  

 

The other related issue is the need under tolerance of bolts or over sizing the nut to  
accommodate good corrosion management solutions. This will lead to compromising the 
original strengths of the fasteners. Note not both.  
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  Fig. 10: Example of marking of hot dip 
galvanized bolts and screws with threads 
undersitzed to tolerance class 6az before 
coating.  

1 manufacturer’s identification mark 

2 property class and additional marking 

Fig. 11: Example of marking of hot dip 
galvanized nuts tapped oversitze to 
tolerance position 6AZ after coating.  

 

 

Customer feedback is an important source of information to identify product weaknesses for 
improvements. 

 

SUMMARY 

To ensure that industrial standard items will be used, fastener application and selection 
should not be the last contender of attention of the design engineers during the design pro-
cess. Appropriate attention to the final assembly should be considered so as to maximize the 
benefits prior to design finalization and mass production.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Making a fastener selection for an application decision may not be as straight forward as one 
may perceive at the beginning and can be at times daunting. A good basic understanding of 
fastener application and corrosion management will help. The selection of the right choice is 
an iteration process. Tests need to be conducted to ensure optimum selection decision. And 
this requires attention and time. Listen to feedback from the industry on the design. Be flexible 
in the demands of the market. Do not conclude assembly products and solutions based on 
price only but on overall economics of the design. A one-off product quality is not the same 
as continuous quality expectations. Engage a respectable distributor or manufacturer to en-
sure consistent quality. Your design and product deserve it and your customers expect it. 

 

Contact a Bossard staff for Bossard Services. Our engineers are able to assist in optimizing 
your assembly design. This will ensure an economical solution, lowering the risks and a better 
chance of on time market delivery.  

 

Bossard Engineers are trained staffs who are ready to provide total solution to your  
fastening solution needs. Contact them for the available services and more and experience 
our passion for fastening solutions. 
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FASTENER WISDOM 

 There are no cheap or expensive fasteners or finishes 
 There are only cost efficient designs, solutions and methods 
 The cheapest fastener can become your most expensive one!  

 

ABOUT BOSSARD ENGINEERING SERVICES 

For design engineers, Bossard Engineering Services provide for our customers various en-
gineering services and support. We can conduct in-house seminars on Fastener Technology 
and Solutions. The on-line catalog and technical information can help accommodate fastener 
selection.  

 

Available current on-line Engineering Services are: 

 Torque and Preload Calculator  

As reference, this is a good initial computation of assembly torque and the related  
resultant clamp force the assembly will experience. 

 Thread Engagement 

Often for blind threaded holes, it is necessary to ensure sufficient threads are available 
to prevent thread stripping and proper clamp force, leading to a more economic product 
thickness. 

 Cost Savings Calculator 

An overview of potential in-place cost savings with a host of fastening solutions. 

 Conversion Calculator 

A conveniently located tool to access to in order to convert the results of your computa-
tion in various units of measure. An indispensible tool to all respected engineers in this 
new global environment. 

 

Last but not least, all these engineering tools can be downloaded to your compatible smart 
phone to boot. 


